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Review:

Let X., x2, ...be i.i.d. rv's and set

Sn =Xit... +Xn, n=1,2, ...

the process (Si) is called a random walk.

im4.8: For a random walk on IR, there are only
4 possible cases, one ofwhich has probability1.

(i) Sn =0 for all n.

(ii) Sn =>+0.

(iii) Sn--0

(iv) - 0 =lining Sn > limsup Sn =0.

·
Below we will further study the asymptotical behavior of Sa

under the assumption thatEX) < 0.



Bythe strong law of large numbers, if M:=Exto, then

him is Sn=M as.

Hence

im Sn =

j is 8.

Itremains to consider the care when M=EX=0.

Thi 4.9. S K.L. Chung & Fuchs (

Suppose thatEX= 0. Then there are only
a possible cases, one ofwhich has probability1.

(i) Sn =0 for all n.

(ii) - 0 =lining Sn > limsup Sn =0.

↑

To prove the above result, letus have some preparation.

Recall that we can rebuild our prob. space as

(2,5,p) =E,)R, SSR1, M),
where he is the prob, law of X1.



· Then we can defineXn: -IR as

Xn(w) = wn for W =(W,,ws,") tr.

· Now we define 5: 2 +e by
Ww = (W2, W3, Wy, ...) for w=JW, we...).

We call of the left shiftmap on h

Lem 4.10. We have P =Por". That is, for everyAt E,

P(A) =P( 2
"

A).

pf. Set

y =(A = F: P(A) =P(5A)3.

Then one can check that I is a system, i.e. the following
3 properties hold:

⑪ 1 =5.
⑧ If A, B -Y with AB, then BAE J.
③ If AnEY andAn YA, then At 5.

Next let I be the collection ofangles in , recall



a set C =I is called a mangle if

C =Sw: WitG, wieG, .., wmt(m)
for some REN andC.,..., GR $SR).

Bydefinition, I is the sigma-algebra generated by5.

clearly p is a it-system, that is, I is closed under intersection.

Next we show that 3 = Y.

Let C =Gx...xCpxR* = m2, with Cit$(R).
Then ~"C =Rxcx...xCr x IR".

clearly
P(C) =M(G) x...xM((). =P(0C..

So we have that C24. Hence 525.

ByDynkin's i-x Theorem, I =8(9) = 5.

Since 4 -5, itfollows that 5 =B, i.e., P =Pow".



sem 4.11. Let (an) be a sequence of
real number such that

himAn= 1.
n=b

Then there exist 9 20 and PANT such that

Antp=Ap > 3 for all n<1.

Pf. Define
p =supS B21: am* 913.

Then so since antas new.

Moreover UpA., and Antp <As for all 121.

in
Since Ants as nto, I no sit

Amp < Ap+1for all necro.

Take 8 =min) Apyp-Ap: k=1, 2, ...nob >0.

clearly,
amp-ap 1minds, 13 for all not.

#



Below we prove
than 4.9 byfollowing the argument of Decking (1982).

Aethm4.9: By ihm 4.8, we need to show thatonly

P) lim Sn =+0) =0 (1)

P ( lim Sn = - 0) = 0.

WLOG, we onlyprove (I).

For 230 and t ER, write

Is(t) =[t-5,t+3].

For me AT and were, define

Raw) =2 (i, Is(Si(ws)).

Since EX=0, bythe strong law oflarge numbers,

him (w) to for as we



Hence for almost all wand any 830, I no -no(w,s) such that

/Sp(w)) =GS for all k?No.
Therefore Is(Sp(WI) = [-ns-s, n8+91 for nosk?h.
It follows that

Ricw) = Rn?(w)+(zn8+23) for all in.

Hence

wl =8.
Therefore him aw) =0 as.

Notice that(w) -29 for all who, bythe DCT,

hi E(Rn") = 0.

Observe that I

Sn(0w) =Sn+I(w), S,(w),

So

Rai -Row =2) Is(Sil) -h(,,Fs) Six-sil)
=2)s(Si))-2) Is(sil).



Itfollows that

Ris-Row =2a 19(-sK29 for all rins
Hence

#(R) - (R,300) Iss. P((Sin-5,1229 for all pic'sn)

=29 P) (Sin-5,1229 for all=1)
=23P)(S,/329 for all i=1)
I since the process [Sits-S1:213

and [Si:2=13
have the same distribution.

As P =Pos", E(Rs) =E(RY. It follows that

ImtRm) =29P)Isikna for all is1)

Since ImEn =0, so

P(Isils for all is) =0.

Again, Since (Sitp-Si: isl) has the same distribution

as 9Si: 113,
itfollows that for all so and PEN,

P)/Sitp-Sp/<s for all i <_1) =0.



Hence

F: =u nSw: I-Spiri)>s for allzl)
has prob. 0.

However byLem 4.9.

Sw:mSn(w) =+0] IE.
Hence

P) lim Sn =+0) =0.
Al

In what follows, we extend the result of Chung and Fuchs
to general ergodic stationaryprocesses.

Dof. LetJe, 5,P) be a prob.space and Tie+1 a

measurable mappingsuch that

P(A) =PSA) for everyAt F.

Say thatI is ergodic with respect to p if
m

for each AtFwith A:FAA, one has either P(A) =0



or P(A)= 1.

The followingergodic the generalizesthe ShLN:

Thi 4.12 )Birkhoff ergodic Thu).
-

LetT:-us be an ergodic measure preserving
transformation on a probabilityspace (-2,5, PI.
Let f-L*G2, 5, P). Then

Im if(TW) = Sfdp a.s.

Moreover, the following result generalizes Chung-Fuchs' theorem:

thm 4.13)Dekking, 19021

Under the same assumptions of the 4.13,suppose that

PSW: If(+w) =+}0.
Then Ifdp <0.


